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摘要(中) The company is solving the problem of thefts at the Beaches of Barcelona. 

The main target for thieves is the tourists. For different reasons, inexperienc

e tourists are targeted for their valuable belongings. The city hall tried to re

duce the problem by increasing the police force in the area but the problem 

remained. The city hall of Barcelona wants to eliminate the problem. Their 

strategy is to call for a public bidding to develop a locker service for the Be

aches of Barcelona. Why lockers? Because Now it's the best solution at the 

lowest cost. Other beaches of Catalonia use lockers and allow clients belon

gings to be stored as a solution to enjoy their time at the beach. This elimin

ates the risk of thefts when away from their possessions while enjoying bea

ch activities. The goal of the business plan is to be prepared for an eventual 

public bidding. 

摘要(英) The company is solving the problem of thefts at the Beaches of Barcelona. 

The main target for thieves is the tourists. For different reasons, inexperienc

e tourists are targeted for their valuable belongings. The city hall tried to re

duce the problem by increasing the police force in the area but the problem 

remained. The city hall of Barcelona wants to eliminate the problem. Their 

strategy is to call for a public bidding to develop a locker service for the Be

aches of Barcelona. Why lockers? Because Now it's the best solution at the 



lowest cost. Other beaches of Catalonia use lockers and allow clients belon

gings to be stored as a solution to enjoy their time at the beach. This elimin

ates the risk of thefts when away from their possessions while enjoying bea

ch activities. The goal of the business plan is to be prepared for an eventual 

public bidding. 
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